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Cannon’s Canon
By Tom Cannon, Fearless Leader

June Meeting
Spirit of Free Beer Awards &
Leftovers!
Saturday, June 8
Gaithersburg, MD

July Meeting
Fruit & Spice and Everything Nice
Competition & Pool Party
Saturday, July 27
Nokesville, VA

Well, we made our way through
over 500 beers at this year’s
BURP Spirit of Free Beer. It was
a credit to the organizers that
the entire event seemed to run
so smoothly this year. Most of
the thanks have to go to Mike
Reinitz, but his crew including
Andy Anderson, Bob Rouse,
Terri Fischer and Bob King all
deserve their share of our appreciation. It was a great competition, and I think everyone involved had a good time.
Don’t forget about the June meeting, where all of the
leftover “Free Beer” will be available for tasting. That’s a
lot of beer!
And speaking of all of that beer, special thanks have to
go to all those brewers who entered Sprit of Free Beer.
If it wasn’t for you, we wouldn’t have much of a competition. I judged in four flights, plus the Best of Show
round, and I think the overall quality of the beer this
year was as good or better than it’s ever been. Thanks
also have to go to Dan & Christina Allers for hosting
the May Chili Competition meeting. What a wonderful
yearly event! Nothing finer than a beautiful May day
spent making and tasting Chili and drinking all the beers
in the “Best Beer with Chili” competition. All of the chilies were great as were the beers. Congrats to all of the
winners, but thanks to all those who participated in
making all of those great chilies and beers. I’m already
looking forward to next year!

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please submit all articles for publication in either plain text or Microsoft Word format to the e-mail address above. Deadline
for articles is 2 weeks before each scheduled BURP meeting unless otherwise indicated. Changes to membership records
should be sent to membership@burp.org.
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Now it’s June, and it’s starting to wind down the real
brewing season, but there is still some time to get a few
beers in before it really starts to get hot outside. We
brewed up a beer this past weekend for the July Fruit
Beer Competition. The ground water is starting to warm
up, so it took us awhile to get the wort chilled enough to
pitch the yeast, but we got it done. Now all we need is
some berries to rack the beer onto, and we’ll be set!
And, of course, with June, we have the annual Spirit of
Free Beer meeting when the ribbons and prizes are presented to the winners, and the rest of us get to drink
leftover competition beer. If you’ve not been to a June
meeting before, this is a fun one. It’s one of the two
meetings a year when you don’t have to bring any beer
because there will be plenty for all to drink. And just
think of the variety. So many beers, so little time! Unfortunately, I won’t be able to attend the June meeting this
year. We already had a conflict with our annual Nationals baseball road trip. So while all of you will be drinking
Free Beer, we will be out in Colorado visiting all of the
wonderful breweries out there and also spending time at
the Rockies ball park. I’m really sorry to miss this meeting, though. It’s always been one of my favorites.
So, have a great time at the June meeting, and here’s
wishing you all a great June. I’ll see you all at the annual
pool party in July when we can drink some of those
Summery Fruit Beers.
Cheers

BURP Charity for June
By Colleen Cannon & Mel Thompson
Monthly Charity Coordinators

Our charity for June is the Ulman Cancer Fund for Young
Adults (https://www.ulmancancerfund.org). The Ulman
Cancer Fund (UCF) works at a grassroots level to support, educate, connect and empower young adults and
their loved ones affected by cancer. One of the UCF's
hallmark programs is the Patient Navigation Program in
area hospitals. Your raffle money (50% share) will go
towards UCF's newly-launched patient navigation program at the Walter Reed National Military Medical
Center, in support of service men and women who are
fighting cancer. BURP's donation will be made in
memory of late BURP member Bill Moe, Capt. US Army,
who died of cancer at age thirty.

Chili Cook-Off Wrap-Up
By Greg Leifer

It was a spectacular day for the annual BURP chili cookoff. With 14 chili entries, a perfect back yard and beer’s
abound, Christina and Dan Allers – the seasoned
hosts of over ten years running – provided the perfect
setting. Even dogs and children behaved appropriately.
The contestants arrived bright and early, and ½ dozen
stations were up shortly after 9. It seemed for several
hours and with only a few dozen people, the event
might be lightly-attended. However, despite those of
little faith, the crowd swelled to well over 100 before
noon, with beer and chili devotees continuing to pour in
for the next several hours. Chili Commissioners Bob &
Kathleen Warriner began making the rounds early to
distribute the rules and ballots, while the beer offerings
began to multiply. Before long, the “light off” signal was
given, and the cooking feverishly commenced.
They cooked away. There was chili with lamb, chili with
elk, chili with veal, and chili verde. Some would be
chunky, some with ground meat, some with veggies,
and fresh ground spices abounded. And then the beer
began to flow. There were hefeweizens and altbiers,
smoked porters and saison’s, quenching the thirst of
both contestants and consumer’s alike.
And before we knew it, the familiar Beer-ye, Beer ye
rang out from the Chili Commissioners, announcing the
cut-off for ballots. Where did the last 8 hours go? A
strict 4 p.m. pencils-down order was enforced, and the
tallying began. When the smoke cleared, the angry elk
chili #4 from Team Born to Be Wild (Mark & Karen
Korabik, Dona & Woody Lee and Bill & Beth Mad-
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den) had prevailed, outlasting the competition from the
#2 finisher, entry #8 Trish Koch, and the #3 finisher,
Team Jackalope (Tom Cannon, Pat Crowe & Steve
Marler). The award for hottest chili was given to chili
#12, Bruce Brandt’s 3 P’s and a Squeal chili.
On to the beer! Shockingly, just as Orb would come
from behind in the Kentucky Derby a few hours later,
Andy Anderson – riding his 2.2% Gratzer – came
storming from the outside, past Steve Marler’s
Smoked Doppelbock and the Dickheads’ (Tom & Colleen Cannon and Pat & Janet Crowe) Honey Double
Maibock to take the Best Beer with Chili award and stun
the competition. What were the odds for a “highly sessionable” beverage against such dark and quaffable
malty competition?
Although it’s hard to envision what could be more important than a BURP Chili Cook-Off, it should be noted
that a number of members, spouses, and/or significant
others were participating in the Avon Walk, fundraising
for cancer. With the cancer walk in mind, ½ of the raffle
proceeds were donated to the Avon fundraiser. We’d
also like to thank all of the SOFB organizers and participants who volunteered and worked tirelessly to assemble and categorize all of the entries. There were over 50
cases of beer stacked up in the first hour, and the over
500 entries just kept pouring in all afternoon. We could
all hardly wait for the next BURP event, the SOFB, where
we would taste the fruits of all the brewing competitors’
labor.

From the Ministry of Culture
By Wendy Aaronson & Nick Griner
Co-Ministers of Culture

The purpose of BURP monthly competitions is to encourage brewers to advance their brewing skills by improving recipe formulation and/or technique based on
objective feedback from score sheets or by experimenting with styles they’ve never brewed. Competitions promote education and the availability of great tasting
homebrewed beer at meetings.
Best Beer With Chili Results – Many thanks to all
those who generously provided a keg of thirst quenching
goodness and entered the Best Beer with Chili competition in May. There were 14 entries brewed by: Robert
Andres, Dan Bremer, Mike Reinitz, Steve Marler,
Bob Rouse, Larry Koch, Matt Pyle, Ed Bielaus,
Howard & Emily Michelsen, Bob & Deborah
Sholtes, Wendy Aaronson & Bill Ridgely, team of
Tom & Colleen Cannon/Pat and Janet Crowe, and
Andy Anderson with Steve Marler and Robert Stevens. Many beer styles were represented: Oktoberfest,
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Altbier, Maibock, California Common, Cream Ale, Hefeweizen, Scottish 80/-, Smoked Beer, and Specialty. Surprisingly, there was no beer made with chili peppers, but
there was a pale ale made with lime. This was a popular
vote, and the competition was tough. However, there
was a clear leader of the pack. First place went to Andy
Anderson and his team for a Grätzer. This historical
beer style, which originated in Prussia somewhere between 1400 and 1500 AD, was the clear leader of the
pack. It clocked in at only 2.2% ABV and was made with
100% oak-smoked wheat. Its high carbonation and low
alcohol was a perfect accompaniment to chili. More information about the beer and the recipe follow this column. Second place went to Steve Marler for his
Smoked Doppelbock, and third place went to the Cannon/Crowe team for their Maibock called MaiCock
Honey Double Maibock. Based on the results, it looks
like low alcohol and high alcohol beers go best with chili.
Congratulations to all of the winners!
June Competition: There is no competition in June.
We will be drinking all the leftover beer from Spirit of
Free Beer as well as distributing medals/prizes from the
competition. Free Beer!!!
July Competition: We are calling this the Fruit and
Spice and Everything Nice Competition. This is BJCP categories 20 and 21. Summer is a great time to enjoy a
splash of fruit in beer. It’s fun to experiment with fruit.
Not sure you want to have 5 gallons of fruit beer? Then
try removing a gallon for your fruit beer from a 5 gallon
batch when you rack into your secondary. Consider how
wonderful it is to have a Pyramid Apricot Ale or Magic
Hat #9, Sam Adams Cherry Wheat, or a New Glarus
Raspberry or Cherry ale and you’ll be hooked into the
challenge.
The style guidelines can be found at
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/style20.php and
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/style21.php.
August Competition: The August competition is
American Pale Ale (Category 10A). For style guidelines,
see http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/style10.php.

You will need 2 bottles for the BURP competition
which will be held at MASHOUT. This should be an
exciting competition, because many clubs come to
MASHOUT and nothing is more refreshing than imbibing with an APA while surrounded by mountain
scenery.
September Competition: Bring out the oompah
music and brew a German beer style. Anything
German works. Several categories/subcategories
are included: Munich Helles (1D), Dortmunder Ex-
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port (1E), German Pilsner (2A), Vienna Lager (3A),
Oktoberfest (3B), Munich Dunkel (4B), Schwarzbier (4C), Maibock/Hellesbock (5A), Traditional
Bock (5B), Doppelbock (5C), Eisbock (5D), Kolsch
(6C), Northern German Altbier (7A), Dusseldorf Altbier (7C), German Wheat and Rye beer (all of category 15). This will be a keg competition with all
members sampling and voting, so you will need to
enter at least a 2.5 gallon keg.
October Competition: This is the Port City Porter clone competition. This is a robust porter and is
readily available in the metro area, including Montgomery County. Some basic specs on the beer can
be found at
http://www.portcitybrewing.com/beer/porter/. The
recipe includes the following malts: pils, aromatic,
brown, melanoidin, dextrin, and a surprising quantity of black malt (6%). It is a single infusion at 152
degrees. Magnum and Fuggles are in the boil, and
Fuggles are added at knockout. It uses English Ale
yeast, WLP007. OG is 1.070 and FG is 1.014.
IBU’s are 42. So, buy a 6-pack and figure out how
to clone this beer in your system. It will still be a
great beer even if you don’t quite duplicate it.
Recipe: Gratzer Oak-Smoked Wheat Beer
By Andy Anderson
So, winning a SoFB prize is great, right? And winning a
1st Place prize is even better, right? Well, that’s what I
told myself when I won the Specialty category in the
2012 SoFB. Then I saw my prize: a 55 lb sack of
Weyermann Oak-Smoked Wheat malt. Huh? I had never
heard of it before. So, time to do some research.
It turns out that Weyermann (a fantastic maltster based
in Bamberg, Germany – well worth a visit) has come out
with an “Heirloom” line of malts. These are old traditional malts that have been discontinued in the modern
times, but Weyermann decided to revive them. Oaksmoked wheat malt is one of those malts, and it is used
to make Grätzer (German) or Grodziskie (Polish), a
northeastern European (Prussia) wheat ale made from
100 percent smoked wheat malt. This is a beer style that
dates back to 1400.
http://www.weyermann.de/eng/news.asp?go=ne&show
=yes&idne=1639&umenue=yes&idmenue=39&sprache=
In the words of Randy Mosher, Grätzer/Grodziskie was:
“… a light, highly-hopped wheat beer made entirely from
[oak]-smoked wheat malt, and usually described as having an apple-scented aroma … at about 1.032 original
gravity. Grätzer has been extinct in Germany since the
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1930s, and the one brewed until recently in Poland under the name Grodzisk is no longer in production.”
I spoke with Steve Marler & Robert Stevens, who
were both intrigued by the concept, so we decided to
brew a batch together. It’s actually a fairly simple beer
recipe, although the lack of any barley malt means you
have to create your own filter bed when sparging. The
beer should be very low in alcohol (2 – 3 % ABV), with
around 20 – 25 IBU in hop bitterness. It’s hard to know
what yeast might have been used 600 years ago, so we
settled on a German ale strain (alt).
For a 10 gallon batch, we used 11.5 lb of the oaksmoked wheat malt, along with 2 lb of rice hulls to create the filter bed. We used a multiple-step protein rest
to break down the wheat malt & prevent it from becoming glue. We rested at 120F for 30’, 146F for 10’, 156F
for 30’, and 165F for 10’. Sparging was actually quite
easy. The water itself was fairly minerally with additions
of gypsum, NaCl, chalk, & Epsom salts. The bitterness
was approximately 24 IBU from Hersbrucker & Saaz.
The finished beer was only 2.2% ABV, yet it was served
at 3.5 atmospheres of pressure (can you say gassy?).
But the combination of high gas, smoke, and low alcohol
make a rather intriguing mixture. I’ve only served it
twice, and each time I brought home an empty keg. I
think it’s because people like the fact that they are actually sobering up while drinking a beer!
Prost!

The BURP Institute for
Enlightened Brewing Practices
By Joe Federico, Steve Marler and Robert Stevens
Co-Ministers of Enlightenment

Another SoFB has come and gone. Congratulations to all
the Spirit of Free Beer winners and a HUGE thanks to
Mike Reinitz, the SoFB Planning Committee, and all the
judges for their efforts in making this year’s event the
success that it was!
BURP Happy Hour
On Wednesday May 24th, James Carroll organized a
BURP happy hour at Capitol City Brewing on New York
Avenue in DC, attended by ten-to-fifteen BURP members. The Spring Session IPA and Rye IPA were very
pleasant, hoppy beers, and the Porter satisfied the malt
heads amongst us. The $3.50-a-pint happy hour prices
were a pleasant, welcome surprise to the group. Travis
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Tedrow, the brewer at the Navy Yard Gordon Biersch
dropped by for a visit and to give everyone a beer update. He is working hard to build-up his inventory and is
planning to tap a Keller Pils on Friday, May 24th. Next in
the kettle is an Oktoberfest, and then a Blonde Bock
after that. James is looking for a nice patio or roof-top
bar for the summer happy hours. If you have any suggestions or recommendations, please let us know.
Brew Your Own (BYO) Subscription Drive
Joe Federico reports that the 2013 Brew Your Own
(BYO) subscription drive has completed with nineteen
BURP members enjoying a 50% savings off the cover
price of an annual subscription, with the added bonus of
a digital subscription to boot! Of the nineteen subscriptions purchased through this drive, sixteen were renewals, for a total savings to BURP members in excess of
$300.00! For the new subscribers to BYO, your subscriptions should start with the July issue.
An Intro to Judging at the June Meeting
Ever wonder what is involved in judging beer? As a
homebrewer, studying and learning the different aspects
of all beer styles, as well as learning to distinguish offflavors will certainly improve your brewing abilities. Our
June meeting presents an interesting and unique opportunity to learn about judging beer by discussing styles,
flavors and aromas with other BURP members (many of
which are BJCP-sanctioned judges) while sampling the
leftover SoFB beers. Just look for the “beer circle” to join
in on the discussion!
And finally, with the exception of the monthly happy
hours, Enlightenment activities will slow down for the
summer, as we are in the process of planning the club’s
enlightenment activities for the fall. If you have any
suggestions for an enlightenment activity you would like
to lead or participate in, please let us know…Cheers!

This Month in BURP History
Compiled By Bill Ridgely

10 Years Ago (Jun 2003) –
It was a beautiful and hot
summer day at another of
BURP’s most beautiful meeting
locations, the woodland home
of Ken & Sara Graham in
Darnestown, MD. Fortunately,
there was lots of shade to
keep everyone cool. But much
of the action took place on the
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back deck, where the Grahams prepared a huge batch
of their famous paella, cooked in a large wok-like pan
that seemed to take up half of the deck square footage.
Originating in Valencia, Spain, Paella consists of meat
(chicken & pork ribs), seafood (fish, shrimp and scallops), and vegetables, all cooked together with rice.
Fearless Leader Rick Garvin described it appropriately
as a “buffet in a pan”. It was delicious and filling. The
beer theme of the meeting was a team clone beer competition. The beer selected to be cloned was Victory
Whirlwind Wit, and Victory Brewing Co kindly donated a
keg to prime the thirsty masses. In addition, the meeting served as the awards ceremony for the 2003 BURP
Spirit of Free Beer competition. Best of Show winner
Steve Gale actually flew in from New Jersey in a private plane to attend the ceremony and pick up all of his
prizes. So there was a *lot* of activity at this wellattended meeting. I found the homebrewed witbiers to
be a real highlight, though. All of them were excellent.
BURPer Steve Marler did double duty for the meeting.
He was not only the SOFB prize coordinator, determining
which winners got which prizes. He also took charge of
rounding up a team of pro and semi-pro brewers to
judge the clone competition. The judging took place as
the SOFB prizes were being distributed, and the clone
winners were announced at meeting’s end. The team of
Wendy Aaronson, Bill Ridgely, & Pat & Janet
Crowe took 1st place; Kathy Koch & Janet Crowe
took 2nd, and Christina Wren & Bud Hensgen took
3rd. The day went all too quickly, and everyone headed
home fully sated from all of the excellent beer and food.

Postnote – Sadly for those of us who have known them
for many years, the Grahams just sold their house in
Darnestown and are in process of moving to Boulder,
CO. Wendy and I will miss them, but it will provide us
with a great excuse to visit Boulder, one of our favorite
places for outdoor recreation. Best of luck to Ken, Sara,
and daughter Victoria as they start their life anew in
beautiful Colorado.
The Jun 2003 edition of BURP News featured a full
wrap-up of the 2003 Spirit of Free Beer competition by
Culture Ministers Tom Cannon & Betsy Kepler. This
was followed by the first announcement for the 16th annual MASHOUT, scheduled to take place on Popenoe
Mountain in late August. Bob & Betsy Kepler wrapped
things up with their recipes for two excellent cold summer soups – Beer Vichyssoise and Spicy Seafood Beer
Gazpacho.
15 Years Ago (Jun 1998) – This was a very busy
month for BURP members. First on the agenda was the
6th annual Spirit of Free Beer competition (and BJCP
exam) held on June 6-7 at the now defunct Potomac
River Brewing Co. in Chantilly, VA. It was the largest
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SoFB competition up to that time with 439 entries! The
overall competition winners were: 3rd place BOS,
George Fix (Dortmunder Export); 2nd place BOS, Gary
Nazelrod (Oktoberfest); 1st place BOS, George De
Piro (Bavarian Weizen). George, by the way, is now
brewing professionally in upstate New York. A huge
number of SoFB prizes (thanks to prize coordinator Steve Marler) were given out at the June BURP meeting
held at the home of Larry & Trish Koch. Included were
several “Brew Your Recipe” sessions at area brewpubs
and micros. The 1st place BOS winner was invited to
brew at the Blue N’ Gold brewpub in Arlington. Following
the presentation of ribbons and prizes, the club’s first
All-Mead and Cider competition was held. Overall winners were: 1st place, Jim Tyndall with a Sack Mead;
2nd place, Jim Tyndall with a Cyser; and 3rd place
Tom Cannon with a Cider. As with all post-SoFB meetings, beer was provided courtesy of the club (by way of
the many SoFB entry leftovers).
20 Years Ago (Jun 1993) – The June 1993 BURP
meeting was held at the home of Bert & Marianne
Tagge and featured a "light colored beer" competition.
In those days when beer styles were still being refined,
the results showed a fairly wide range of characteristics.
A Bavarian Weizen (Rick Garvin) placed 1st, Bohemian
Pilsner (Karen Kotchka) 2nd, and Belgian Witbier (Phil
Seitz) 3rd. Fearless Leader Wendy Aaronson demonstrated yeast culturing at the meeting, and the raffle
featured even more cases of free beer donated by
George Saxon of Phoenix Imports. There was also a
special inter-club pool party with members of Baltimore’s
Cross Street Irregulars homebrew club held in June at
the home of Ted & Melissa Mina. The Minas were
members of both clubs as well as owners of the (now
defunct) Brewkeg Homebrew Shop in Catonsville, MD.
25 Years Ago (Jun 1988) – The June 1988 BURP
meeting, held at the home of Bentley & Elizabeth
Perkins, featured the club’s annual commercial beer
tasting, this year referred to as the “Summer Solstice
Tasting” for obvious reasons. About 30 beers from all
over the world were included in the event, most purchased by the club but some donated by club members,
including three bottles of rare (and expensive) Traquair
House Ale (a Wee Heavy from Scotland) donated by the
hosts. Several people also contributed homebrew, notably Bentley & Logan Perkins and Ken Graham. A
glance at the Taster’s Checklist (conveniently published
with the subsequent meeting report) shows a number of
beers no longer produced (or from now defunct breweries) - Grant’s Celtic Ale (still the only 60/- Shilling Scottish Ale ever to appear in bottles in the US), London
Light (perhaps the old Young’s Light Ale?), Piney River
Lager (from the old Blue Ridge Brewing Co), and Thousand Oaks Lager (from a California brewery which is
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now a pizza parlor) among others. The most memorable
event at the meeting was Tom McGonigle’s destruction of a lawn chair when it (along with Tom) tumbled
from the edge of the deck (Tom, thankfully, was unhurt).
30 Years Ago (Jun 1983) – On Sunday, June 26,
1983, Bob Frank hosted BURP's first outdoor, multiclub meeting at a small park northeast of Frederick, MD.
In addition to BURP members (nearly 40 strong at that
time), clubs from Pennsylvania and Washington County,
MD were invited to attend. There was no formal meeting, just an opportunity to share information and beer
with other homebrewers from around the region. The
event became an early precursor to MASHOUT, which
didn't formally begin for 5 more years. About 70 people
attended. Bob Frank and Phil Angerhofer of BURP
and Rich Mossocia of Duane Imports made themselves
available to answer questions and to analyze the homebrew of anyone interested.

The Reading Real Ale and Cider
Festival 2013
By Mitch Pilchuk

It started with a conversation at the end of the bar at
Mad Fox brewpub. I was talking with Bill Madden. I
had mentioned that I'd like to learn more about cellaring
real ale, and he told me if I really wanted to learn cellaring, to volunteer at a real ale festival in England. Then
he told me about his favorite real ale festival, The Reading Real Ale and Cider festival. I started looking into it
and contacting the people who put on the real Ale festival. It is run by CAMRA. I found their FaceBook page,
and when they posted that the volunteer form was up
for volunteers, I contacted the head of staffing, Nick
Jerram. I explained him that I was a home brewer, I
loved real ale and I’d really like to learn more about cellaring.
I asked if I could volunteer and be on the cellaring staff.
He explained that I’d have to be a CAMRA member and
normally, the people who cellar are the same experienced people year after year and that they don’t normally let just anyone join the cellaring team. He said that he
would contact them and ask.
He contacted the cellaring leader who is named Adam
Gent. Adam told him he'd love to have somebody in the
states come over to learn more about real ale. I was told
to report Monday night for a festival that didn't open
until Thursday afternoon. Festivals in England are not
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the same as festivals in United States. The volunteers do
everything. There are over 500 volunteers at this festival
each year.
I showed up on a Monday morning – April 29th – because their volunteer website would not allow me to
choose a start time of Monday night. Plus, I figured I
was in town for the week, so I might as well help out
starting in the morning. I volunteered to work Monday
through Thursday. I showed up on Monday morning,
reported to the staffing trailer to sign-in, was told to
grab a green safety vest from the barrel (they are very
big on the safety vests) and find someone with a pink
vest to ask for a task. I located a pink-vested individual
and was told to help move casks into the tent after they
were processed in. I found 8 or 9 green vested people,
each with unusual two-wheeled dollies that were made
just to move casks about.
The breweries off-loaded the casks, and the festival organizers processed in the casks and stamped them with
a label, which told us where in the tent we were to
move them. The casks were all firkins, mostly stainless
steel, some plastic with different colors, and two wood
casks. We moved 745 firkins (not kidding, I just checked
an email to confirm how many we moved) into a large
tent. When I say large tent, I mean one of the largest
tents I have ever seen, capable of withstanding some
pretty heavy weather. We spent hours moving the beer
into categories of piles up and down the racks for the
beer that would end up eventually on racks (called stillage). I mentioned earlier that as the beer was checked
in, a label was placed on each cask, and that told us
which section of the stillage the beer would end up sitting on. After all of the casks were in the tent on the
ground, we took a section of this rack, which was on
wheels and called the “beer monster”. It looked kind of
like a mobile set of steps for a giant. There were two
steps. Two men got on each step and lifted a cask from
the ground up to the next step, where two more men
would take over the cask and lift it to the next step. As
each cask was lifted into place, it had to be chocked at
the back, and the casks tops had to be accessible for
later activity to vent them. We proceeded to put the firkins in order. They were placed three firkins high. A
number of popular beers had two firkins, and the second
cask was placed at the back side of the stillage. Later in
the week, we ran a tube to the front side of the stillage
with a tap on the tube so that a particular beer could be
served first from the back cask and then, upon being
emptied, served from the front cask.
After all of the casks were in place a few days later, we
started to vent the tops. I vented so many casks that I
lost count. Some were labeled to not vent or tap so that
the beers would be in great shape for later in the

festival. A bar was also set up in front of the stillage with
casks under the bar. We set up 90 beer engines, all of
which had to be cleaned and made ready for serving.
Wednesday, we started tapping the casks and hooking
up the beers under the bar to the beer engines. None of
the beers in the tent were flowing until Thursday morning. We also had to label all of the beer engines with
badges, and all of the firkins had to have a cask label on
them with brewery, beer name and ABV. If a beer
wasn’t ready, a pink ‘Not Ready Yet’ sign was slipped
into the beer label.
What a wonderful job I had on Thursday! I got to visit a
good many of the not ready casks, take a sample, read
the notes on the pink label and see if the beer was now
ready for consumption. If it was ready, I pulled the pink
label. If not, I put it back in.
I was impressed to see all of the different states of carbonation when venting the casks. Some were very full of
life while others were not. It didn’t seem to be a sign of
what the beer would be like when it was ready to drink.
I worked Monday through Thursday, and Friday I went
as a patron of the festival. I wore my badge from volunteering and was allowed access to all of the areas as if I
was working the festival that day.
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The payment for working the festival was beer and food
vouchers. How much you worked determined how many
vouchers you got. Each food voucher was worth 3
pounds, and the beer vouchers were good for a half a
pint of beer. Also any food vendor who saw your volunteer badge gave a discount on their food.
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One other aspect of the festival that was unique was
take-away containers for beer - plastic containers that
held a good bit of beer so you could take some home
with you.
The festival had live music and lots of activities for everyone along with beer and cider. All kinds of food, teeshirts sales, a game of chance called The Tombola and,
of course, a CAMRA booth to join up and buy CAMRA
gear.

There was a large section of foreign beer, Belgian, German and, yes, American. There were bottles of Flying
Dog, Sierra Nevada, Brooklyn Brewery, and a handful of
other US microbrews.

I had a blast learning how real ale is taken care of to get
it to the point of human enjoyment in a tent in the middle of a big field.

The Cider and Perry section had over a hundred different ones to try. I didn’t spend much time in this area,
due to my focus on real ale, but I did have one cider
that was aged in a rum barrel that was pretty tasty. The
cider staff worked pretty much separate from the beer
staff, and the people I met from there were interesting,
very entertaining, and highly-regarded, according to
conversations I was privy to in the staff tent.

I told Adam that other people may want to come over
and volunteer. Here is his exact quote, “I would be more
than happy for you or anyone else to come over. It is
always good to pass on the knowledge, especially if it
means more and more real ale may be appearing in the
U.S.!”

The staff tent was where lunch was served each day.
There were also five firkins there for our enjoyment after
each day. It was open to the staff all of the time. While
most food was available at lunch, there were items to
munch on anytime I went in there. I had great conversations and beer there after hours.

If anyone wants contact information, I’ve got it.

BURP Doxology
Praise BURP from whom beer blessings flow,
Praise BURP ye brewers here below,
Praise BURP above ye heavenly hosts,
Praise barley, hops and yeast the most
Aaaaaaaaaaa, Drink!
Al Lowry, 1994
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Office

Officer

Contact Information

Fearless Leader

Tom Cannon

FearlessLeader@BURP.org

Ministers of Enlightenment

Joe Federico, Steve Marler & Robert Stevens

Enlightenment@BURP.org

Ministers of Culture

Wendy Aaronson & Nick Griner

Culture@BURP.org

Minister of Prosperity

Bob Sholtes

Prosperity@BURP.org

Minister of Membeersip

Howard Michelsen

Membeersip@BURP.org

Ministers of Propaganda

Bill Ridgely & Matthew Pyle

propaganda@BURP.org

Newsletter Editor

Rich Sampson

Newsletter@BURP.org
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Designated Driver Program
In its quest to promote the safe and responsible enjoyment of
homebrewed beer, BURP is pleased to offer its Designated Driver
Program. If you are a designated driver, you will receive complimentary door prize tickets. Note: Non-alcoholic beverages
are not provided by the club. Please bring your own supply to club events.
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Guide for New Members
Bring more beer than you drink; bring more food than you eat.
Find the nametags and put one on. Sample (i.e., drink a small
quantity of) other people’s beers and make constructive comments. Give other people samples of your beer. Chat freely with
the first stranger you meet; that person won’t be a stranger for
long. Don’t drive while intoxicated.

